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HYPERSPHERICAL COORDINATE DESCRIPTION OF SINGLE- AND
MULTIPHOTON PROCESSES IN TWO-ELECTRON SYSTEMS
Anthony F. Starace*
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Institute of Standards and Technology
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440 USA

1. Introduction
While the use of hyperspherical coordinates to describe two-electron systems is
quite old [I-81, it was Macek's (91 introduction of an adiabatic approximation in hyperspherical coordinates which made possible a host of theoretical studies elucidating
the symmetries of doubly-excited states and the dynamics of processes involving twoelectron atoms and ions. The appeal of the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation is
that one can quite literally visualize the relevant physics applicable to complex twoelectron processes by an examination of the shapes of the adiabatic hyperspherical
radial potentials. The interpretation of these potentials is straightforward to anyone
versed in the analysis of electronic potentials in diatomic molecular problems.
Perhaps because of the powerful insight into two-electron dynamics afforded by the
adiabatic hyperspherical representation, most of the theoretical work employing this
representation has focused on qualitative interpretation of two-electron processes, the
symmetries of exci tcd states of two-electron systems, and the doubly-excited energy
levels supported by the adiabatic radial potentials. This work, up to about 1982, has
been reviewed by Fano [lo]. More recently, Lin [11,12] has reviewed the use of the
adiabatic hyperspherical approximation for studying the symmetries of doubly-excited
states; Starace [13] has provided a critical assessment of the quantitative accuracy
of tllc adiabatic liypcrspl~cricalapproximation; and Cavagnero [14] has reviewed thc
application of the hyperspherical coordinate representation to N-electron systems
having N > 2. Beginning in the 1980's, and especially since these recent reviews
appeared, there has been increasing use of the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation
to calculate cross sections for single and multiphoton processes. Results of these
calculations appear to be competitive with those of alternative methods which include
electron correlation effects. Furthermore, this quantitative success appears likely to
stimulate efforts to improve further upon the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation
by treating nonadiabatic cffccts within more comprehensive theoretical approaches.
The purpose of this chapter is to revicw the use of the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation for the quantitative calculation of single- and multiplloton cross sections
of two-electron systems. In Section 2 we provide a brief general orientation to the hypcrsplierical coordinate representation, the adiabatic approximation, and a diabatic
approximation for trcating strongly avoided crossings between adiabatic potential
curves. In Section 3 we review applications to photoionizat ion and photodetachrnc~~t
'JILA Visiting Fellow, on leave from the Department of Physics and Astronomy, the University
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processes in llc, Be, 11-, and Ps-. In Section 4 we review applications to multiphoton proccsscs in 11-. Finally, in Section 5 we assess the adiabatic hyperspherical
a.pproximation and discuss futurc prospects for going beyond this approximation.

2. T h e Hyperspherical Representation
2.1. G'eiacml Oric~alnlioia

A two electron wave function +(<, F2) is usually described by the six coordinates
r l , r2,Pi, and P2 of the two clcctrons. In hypcrspherical coordinates the magnitudes of
thc individual radial coordinatcs, rl and r2, are replaced by a hyperspherical radius,
It, and a liypcrsphcrical angle, a, where

and
a G arc tan(r2/rl)

.

(2)
The radius R measures the "size" of the two-electron state, while the angle a measures
the radial correlation of the two electrons. Note that when a = ~ / 4 9-1
, = 9-2; when
cr z 0 or = 7r/2, one of the electrons is at a much larger distance from the nucleus
than the otlier.
Before summarizing the features of the Schriidinger equation in these coordinates
let us look first at plots of approximate two-electron probabilities I$(R, a, PI, P2)l2
in thcse coordinatcs. Figlirc 1 shows contour plots [15,16] and Fig. 2 shows relicf
maps [17] for thc probability distributions of thc singly-excited state 192s 'S and
the doubly-cxcitcd statc 2s2 'S of IIe. (Note that the wave functions are calculated
in the approximation that each electron has an orbital angular momentum equal to
zero in order to elin~inatcall dependence on the angular variables Pl and P2; since
,
the angular dcpcn(1cncc is trivial, these statcs are symmetric about a = ~ / 4 i.e.,
under intercliangc of rl and r z . ) The most obvious distinguishing features of the two
probability distributions are that the one for the singly excited state is largest along
a w 0 and a x 7r/2 (implying one electron is much further from the nucleus than the
other) while the one for the doubly excited state is largest along a w 7r/4 (implying
both clcctrons are comparably cxcited, i.e., a = 7r/4 when rl = r2). Other important
fcaturcs concern the bchavior of the nodal lines for the two probability distributions.
Tlie ls2s 'S statc has a single nodal line along R w 2, while the 2s2 'S state has
two nodal lir~csalong a N constant: one along 5" < a < 30' and the other along
GO0 < a < 85". Tlie fact that the pattcrn of nodal lines is approximately along the
orthonormal grid of constant R and constant a implies a quasi-separability of R and
a coordinates.
The nodal linc pattcrn for a particular state serves also to classify the state [17].
The ground statc of IIc, ls2 IS, has a spherically symmetric probability distribution
and is tllc first mcmbcr of the singly-excited channcl lsns 'S, which converges to the
IIe+(n=l) threshold. The single node in R for the state ls2s 'S, shown in Figs. l ( a
and 2(a), characterizes it as the second member of the lsns 'S channel. The state 2s
'S, shown in Figs. l(b) and 2(b), has no radial nodes. It is the first member of the
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Fig. 1. Contour plot of the approximate Fig. 2. Relief map of the approximate
probability distribution I$(e, G)12 for Ire. probability distribution It,b(fi,F2)12for IIe.
(a) 162s 'S (b) 2s2 'S. Solid Lines: lines (a) ls2s 'S (b) 2s2 'S (From Ref. [17].)
of constant probability. Dot-Dash Lines:
nodal lines. (From Ref. [16].)
Rydberg series 2sns 'S converging to the He+(n=2) threshold. T h e two nodes approximately along constant a, symmetrical about a! = nl4, characterize 2s2 'S as a
member of this second Rydberg channel. Thus nodes in R characterize the excitation
of a state within a chaxlncl while nodes in a characterize the various channels [17].

2.2. Two-Electron Scirrodinger Equation
In hyperspherical coordinates the nonrelativistic two-electron Schriidinger equation becomes

x

(fl5I2sin a cos a$) = 0 ,

(3)

wllerc the potential -C(a, 012) is proportional to the sum of the nuclear and electrostatic potentials,

_-

22
----

cos a

2z
sin cr

+ (1 - sin 2a1cos 812)1/2'

(4)

e2

and arc the usual orbital angular momentum operators for the individual electrons, Q12 r cos-I P1 .$2, and Z is the tluclear charge.
In the hypersphcrical coordinate method of Macek [9], the two-electron wave function qu(j;;, F2) is cxpandcd in tcrms of a complcte sct of adiabatic eigenfunctions
+,(R; a, PI, F2), which depend parametrically on the hyperspherical radius R and are
functions of thc five angular variables a, $1, and P2. The form of $, is thus:
Fpu(R)4p(R; a;4,b) .

du( 1 6 a,6,$2) = (n5l2sin a cos a)-'

(5)

I'

The angular function 4, is defined to satisfy the following differential equation in
a.tomic units ( A = e = m = 1):

4 -I-7
ti
+da2 cos2 a sin a - ~c( a , 012)) 4.

= -U.(R)(.

.

Ilcrc -C(cr,OI2) is defined in Eq. (4) and Up(R) is an cigcnvalue which is paramctrically depcntlent on It. Upon substituting Eq. (5) in the two-electron Schrijdinger
equation and 11si1lgEq. (6), one obtains the following set of coupled differential
equations for the radial functions F',,(R):

In Eq. (7) the coupling matrix elements (4,, tin+,, /t3Rn), n = 1,2,involve integration
over the five angular variables only and are thus parametrically dependent on R.

2.3. The Adiabatic Approximation
Each of tllc: potcntia.ls U , ( R ) and its corrcsponding angular eigenfunction 4, define
a I~ypcrsphcricelchannel 11. Tllese channels are couplcd through the radial derivative
matrix elcmer~tsin Eq. (7). In the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation [9], one
ignores the cot~plingterms in the second set of braces in Eq. (7). Then the wave

function in Eq. (5) may be represented by a single term with
on the right side, i.e.,

= u in the summation

3;; = ((n5f2 sin o cos a)-' 4cpE(h?))p
( R ;a, i t , 2 2 ) .
For simplicity one usually sets p = v and drops the double subscripts on F when
referring to the adiabatic approximation solutions. One sees from Eq. (8) that the
adiabatic approximation amounts to assuming that motion in 1%and motion in a
are approximately independent of each other. This quasi-separability was inferred
from Figs. 1 and 2, which show electron density plots obtained from quasi-separable
approximation wave functions. This behavior may be confirmed by examining correlated two-electron wave functions and observing that the nodal lines of such wave
functions also lie approximately along constant R and along constant cr [la].
It should be emphasized that although only single radial and angular functions are
used to represent the two-electron wave function in Eq. (S), much electron correlation
is implicitly included. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the s2('S), p2('S),
dZ('S) , and f '(IS) components of the numerically calculated 11 -(IS) ground state

(dl

Fig. 3. Probability (per unit length in cr) for the angular rnomentum state LL'S in the
singlet ground state of H- for (a) t = 0; (b) t = 1; (c) e = 2; (d) e = 3. Note multiplication
by factors of lo2, lo3, and lo4 in Figs. (b), (c), and (d), respectively. (From Ref. (191.)

angular functioti 4, (191. One sees clearly that thesc higher angular momentum
components arc significant at small R, near a a 7r/4 (LC., rl a r2). As R increases,
howcvcr, only the ss(' S) componcnt contributes significantly, in accordance with the
inclcpendcnt, clc:ct ron modcl.
Noticc also in Eq. (8) how all mcnibers of the channcl p have the same angular
function 4, at any given R. Each state of excitation energy E within the channel p
is described by the radial function FPE,
which is calculated in the channel potential
U,,(n) using 13~1. (7) and ignoring thc off-diagonal coupling terms. Because each
mcmber of a Itydbcrg scrics of doubly cxcited statcs has the same angular function
#,, and has a radial function FpE(R) tliat is calculated in the same potential U,(R),
the physical propertics of states belonging to a particular channel p are often imrnediately apparent upon examination of U,(R) and 4,, as we illustrate next by the first
application to a pliotoioriization proccss.
2.4. Interpmln~ionof the Ile Pitotoabsorption Spectrum Below the n = 2 Threshold
The first major succcss (91 of thc adiabatic approximation in hypcrspherical coordinates was the classification and interpretation of the photoabsorption spectrum
of lie in the region of the doubly excited Rydberg states converging to the n = 2
threshold. In bllc usual classification schcme there should be three Rydberg series of
such lcvcls of comparable intensity: 2snp 'P, 2pnd 'P, and 2pns 'P. The experimental
spectrum of Madden and Codling [20] showed only one strong Rydberg series and one
very weak Rydbcrg series. The third possible series was not observed. Cooper, Fano
and Prats (211 intcrprctcd tlle rclativc intensities of the two observed series in terms
and U-n scrics, (2snp f 2pns)'P. The
series members are
of the so-callcd
morc intensc than those of the '-n series because the corresponding wave functions
mcnlbcrs have a much largcr amplitude near the origin, allowing therefore
of the
a niuch largcr ovcrlap with the ground state. This scheme, however, does not explain
tlic weakness of tlic 2pnd 'P cliannel. Figure 4, however, shows Macek's hyperspherical potcritials U,,(R) for the tllrce 'Po channels p converging to the n = 2 state of
Het. One secs immediately tliat the three channels have vastly different centrifugal
barriers near tlie origin, cxplaining the large intensity differences of the three allowed
and "-"
channels. Fttrtllcrmorc, thc first two hyperspherical channels have the "tn
cliara,ct,cristics prcdictcd by Coopcr et al. [21].

"+"

"+"

"+"

2.5. AdinGalic us. Diabntic Potentials
Thus, thc experimental observation of only a single intense Rydberg series converging to the n = 2 threshold in thc photoabsorption spectrum of He can be understood
casily in terms of thc ovcrlap of the initial and thc final wave functions. The potential
labcllcd "1" is tlic so-callcd
channel, whosc statcs ovcrlap the ground state much
more effectivcly than do states in citllcr the "2n or "-"potential or the "3" or "dn
potential. Note however, that t,he "1" and "2" potentials cross at R a 7.64.

"+"

Fig. 4. Hyperspherical potential curves -Up/R2 vs. R for the three lie doubly excited
'Po channels converging to the n = 2 state of He+. (From Ref. [9].)

Figure 5, which examines this region in greater detail, shows that the adiabatic
approximation potentials actually do not cross, but have instead a sharply avoided
crossing. Because of this avoided crossing over a small region in R, the angle functions
4, have large derivatives with respect to R. In fact, the coupling matrix elements
are so large that the "+" and "-" potentials exchange their character for R > 7.64.
Figure 6 shows this exchange by plotting the R-dependence of the overlap integral of
4-(R = 6.5) with &(R) and with 4+(R). Whereas for R < 7.64, < 4-(6.5)ld-(R) >
is close to unity, as expected, and < 4-(6.5))4+(R) > is close to zero, one finds that
for R > 7.64, < 4-(6.5)14+(R) > is close to unity and < 4,(6.5)14-(R) > is close to
channel
zero. What is happening is that electronic excitations populated in the
at small R proceed outward at larger R and "hopn from the adiabatic "+" channel
to the "-" channel near R x 7.64. For this reason one usually employs the diabatic
approximation shown in Fig. 5 in such cases of sharply avoided crossings. That is,
one connects the "+" potential and channel function below R R 7.64 to the "-"
potential and channel function above R M 7.64 and vice versa. One then ignores
the residual coupling between the new "+" and "-" diabatic potentials. In general,
"adiabaticn hyperspherical calculations make use of the diabatic potential curves in
cases involvingsuch sharply avoided crossings.

"+"

Fig. 5. The ile+(n = 2) - e- lPO U+"/u-" avoided crossing: a special case of transition
from one U p ( R )to another. Solid lines show the adiabatic hypersphericd potentials, which
have an avoided crossing near R n 7.64. The dashed lines show the diabatic potentials,
which cross near R fir 7.64.

Fig. 6. Adiabatic approximation channel function behavior at the "+"/'-"avoided
crossing near R = 7.64 as exhibited by the R-dependence of the two overlap integrals
<9-(R= 6.5 a.u.)l&(R)> and <6-(R= 6.5 a.u.)14+(R)>. Integrations areover a,il,and i2.

3. Description of Photoionization Processes

3.1. Electric Dipole Transition Matrix Elements
Electric dipole transition matrix elements between adiabatic hyperspherical wave
functions are evaluated using standard tensor algebra techniques and the following
expansion of l,hc initial and final state channel functions 4, (cf. Eq. 6 ) in terms of
couplcct spl1crica.I harmonics:

In Eq. (9) antisymmetry of the wave function is ensured by boundary conditions [9]
on thc cocficicnts Af
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) in Eq. ( 6 ) gives the following
dillcrcntial equation
the cxpallsion coeficients:

K;

and wherc C(a,Olz) is dcfined in Eq. (4).
Tlic cfipolc matrix clcmcnt for incidcnt light linearly polarized along the z axis in
tlic lcngth (1,) form is clcfined by

Ilerc I$,(R)denotcs the angular integral, whose general expression is presented by
Park et al. [22]. Wc present here the result for the simpler but nevertheless important
spccial case of 'S 4 'P transitions:

da A&, cos a A[(,

+ / n/2 da
0

sin aA[,,

where

Transition matrix elements for other cases of incident light polarization may be obtained from Eq. (13) by application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. Park et al. (221
also present adiabatic hyperspherical expressions for the velocity and acceleration
forms of the electric dipole matrix elements.

3.2. Photoionization of Helium
The first application of the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation to the calculation of photoionization cross sections was made by Miller and Starace [23], who
treated the process:

Their initial and final wave functions for this process both have the form of Eq. (8).
For the initial state, p corresponds to the lowest 'S potential U,(R), and for the final
state, p corresponds to the lowest 'P potential U,(R). The photoionization cross
section obtained using the adiabatic approximation wave functions is shown in Fig.
7. Figure 7 also shows the revised experimental results of Samson [24], which have

PHOTOELECTRON

ENERGY ( m u . )

Fig. 7. Photoionization cross section for He. Full Curve: adiabatic approximation (single
channel) hyperspherical calculation of Miller and Starace (Ilef. [23]); Dots: Experiment a1 results of Samson (Ref. [24)); Dashed Curve: 1s-2S-2# (four channel) close-coupling
calculation of Jacobs (Ref. (251). (From Ref. [23].)

error bars of f3%. Tlic hypcrsphcrical results lie within these error limits near
threshold (for kinetic energies 0.0 5 6 5 0.4 a.u.) and in fact agree with experiment
to within 1% at threshold. The hyperspherical results, however, are systematically
lower than experiment above c = 0.4 a.u. Of the many other theoretical calculations,
we show one with very good overall agreement with experiment: the four-channel
(1s-25-2p) close-coupling calculation of Jacobs [25]. In comparison with the closecoupling restllts, the single-channel hyperspherical results are in better agreement
wit11 cxpcrirnct~tbelow c = 0.2 a.u. and are systematically lower above e = 0.2
a.u. Notc that tlic length results of a more recent six-state R-matrix calculation by
Bcrrington et al. [26] are in cxcellcnt agreement with the experimental results of West
arid Marr [27], including those near threshold, thereby indicating the sophistication
required to properly dcscribe the threshold region by methods employing independent
clectroti represc~~tations.

Grccnc (281 lras calcula.tcd the photoionization cross section of Be including coupling between t he lowest two hyperspherical channels: p = 1, corresponding to leaving
the ion in its ground 2s state, and p = 2, corresponding to leaving the ion in its excited 2p state. (The inner ls2 core was represented by a central potential so that
or~lythe correlation of the outer two electrons was treated.) Greene's procedure is to
calculate the two adiabatic potentials U,(R) and angle functions 4, using the angular
Eq. (6). The radial Eq. (7) is then solved including the first and second derivative
coupling matrix clemcnts connecting the channels p = 1 and p = 2. As shown in
Fig. 8, his results arc in reasonable agreement with the close-coupling calculation of
Dubau and Wclls (291 and show a very large intensity for excitation of the ion to the
2p level.
The most interesting aspect of Grcene's calculation [28] is the similarity his hyperal)llcrical wavc frlnctions show to tl~oscin IIc, tlicrcby indicating a similar behavior for
Ile, Be, a ~ all
~ dtllc alkaline earths. It is instructive first to compare the hyperspherical potentials U,(R) for the He 'P levels converging to the p = 2 threshold, shown
in Fig. 4, to the corresponding potential curves in Be, shown in Fig. 9. One sees
immediately fro111Fig. 4 why only onc of the IIet(n = 2) excitation channels, p = 1,
is strongly populated: it has a much less repulsive potential barrier than either the
~r = 2 or p = 3 channels. Furthermore, the channel function 4, for the
channel
(1.1= 1) is symmetric in a, having an antinode on the well-known [16] potential ridge
of Eq. (4) (along a = n/4), while the '-"
channel ( p = 2) is antisymmetric in a,
having a node 011the potential ridge. The symmetry about a = 7r/4 for the IIe wave
functions holds for all R values due to the degeneracy in energy of these channels.
Reiterating the discussion above, recall that although the
and "-" channels are
shown to cross in Fig. 4, this crossing is actually avoided; in any case the channel
functions 4,' (lo not adjust to thc crossing but proceed diabatically through it. For
this reason the middle curve iti Fig. 4 for R > 7.64 a.u. liaa
character while the
lowest curve for R > 7.64 a.u. has "-" character.

"+"
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PHOTOELECTRON ENERGY (Ry)

Fig. 8. Photoionization cross section for Be plotted vs. photoelectron energy c(Ry). (a)
Coupled channel hyperspherical calculation of Greene [28]. (b) Close-coupling calculation
of Dubau and Wells [29].
Consider now the Be potentials in Fig. 9. Two differences from He are immediately
apparent. First, the potential curves are 'nondegenerate for R -+ oo. Second, there
is an avoided crossing between the first and second potential curves for 4 < R < 6.
Otherwise, however, one expects most of the absorption strength, as in He, t o go into
the channel with the lowest potential curve. In his calculations Greene expanded the
a ) instead
channel functions #,, as in Eq. (9) [although he used the notation
.
most important functions g'lh (those with ell2 = "sp") are
of A ; , t x L M ( R , ~ ) ]The
shown In R g . 10 for the potential curves p = 1 a n d p = 2 for various R values. For
R = 2 one sees that the 14 = 1 function is approximately symmetric about a = a14
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Fig. 9. Ilyperspl~ericalpotentid curves - u , , ( R ) / R ~vs. R for the three Be 'P channels
converging to the n = 2 state of Be. (From Ref. [28].)
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while the p = 2 function is approximately antisymmetric, just as for the
and
"-" channels in He. As R increases, however, these adiabatic channel functions drop
into one or the other of tlic potential valleys of Eq. (4), i.e., the p = 1 amplitude
bccomes conccntratcd near a = 0 while the p = 2 amplitude becomes concentrated
near o = s / 2 . Thus, as R increasn the nondegeneracy of the thresholds in Be
causes a breakdown of the
and '-"
symmetry about a = a14 observed a t small
R valucs. Rrtllermore, this transition is seen t o occur for R values 4 R 5 6.

"+"

<

Fig. 10. Adiabatic "sp" channel wave functions wsociated with the lowest two Be potential
curves: (a) 2stp, p = 1; (b) 2pes, p = 2. (From Ref. [28].)

What is rcrnarkablc about Creenc's treatment of the coupled radial equations (7)
is the finding that the solution which at small R starts out as the adiabatic wave
function F,,=,(R)q5,=,(R;n) in the 14 = 1 channel becomes at R > 6 a nearly equal
superposition of the adiabatic wave /unctions for p = 1 and p = 2 in such a way
tltat the "+" symmetry is preserved through the avoided potential crossing region. In
other words, just as in He, the "+" solution proceeds diabatically through the avoided
potential crossing. This also explains the large excitation cross section observed in
n c sincc, unlike thc casc in IIc, the state having
character becomes a t R > 6 a
ncarly cqual superposition of thc p = 1 and p = 2 channel functions. Furthermore,
solution will be a
it is cxpected that this diabatic behavior of the hyperspherical
common feature of all alkaline earth and other similar two electron systems [lo, 281.
Indecd, R-matrix calculations [30] have found the eigenchannel functions for Mg
'I' final statcs to bc very similar in character to those for Be. The heavier alkaline
carth atoms Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra require the treatment of a still larger number of
channels duc to thc proximity in energy of bound "dn orbitals. However, even for
thcse elcmcnts, a hyperspherical analysis suggests that the diabatic character of a
state populated at small R is prcservcd as the state evolves toward larger R [10,28].
ltcccntly, R-matrix calculations for calcium 1311 and strontium [32] have found that at
small radial distanccs the wave functions and channel interactions "look remarkably
similar for all of these atoms [He, Be, Mg, Ca, Sr] including heliumn [31a]. In any
CXC, tlic discovery of the common fcaturcs of photoexcitation processes in Ile, Be, and
hlg its wcll as in the hcavicr alkalinc carths, dcspitc vast differences in the coupling
strength bctwccn the associated channels, is one of the new perspectives on twoclcctron correlations provided by the hyperspherical method.

"+"

"+"

The first adiabatic hyperspherical calculations for the photodetachment process,

were carricd out indcpcndently by Fink and Zoller [33] and by Park et al. [22] and
t,llc rcsr~ltsagrcc to within 1%. Fink and Zollcr's results [33] are shown in Fig. 11,
wllcrc they arc comparcd with rcsults of other authors using different methods [34361, all of wllicll take extensive account of electron correlation effects. As shown in
Fig. 11, the adiabatic hyperspherical results are of the order of 10% higher than
the other calcnlations [34-361 at the pcak in the photodetachment cross section and
bccomc lowcr than tllcse other results at energies greater than about 0.1 a.u. above
threshold. The dccrease in the adiabatic hyperspherical cross section relative to other
calculations at high energies is consistent with what was found in photoionization of
IIe (cf. Fig. 7). Part of the reason for the overestimate of the peak cross section by the
adiabatic hypcrspl~cricalcalculation may bc traced to the slight underestimate of the
adiabatic hypcrspl~cricalvalue for the 11' dissociation energy [37] (i.e., 0.02592 a.u.
[38] vs. 0.0277.51 a.u. [39]). This undcrestimate causes the adiabatic hyperspherical
ground state wave function to be very slightly over-diffuse. This problem, if not
addrcsscd, causcs scvcrc ovcrestimatcs of multiphoton detachment cross sections for

Fig. 11. Photodetachment cross section for 11-. Solid Line: Fink and Zoller (331; A:
Daskhan and Ghosh [36]; B: Bell and Kingston [34]; C: Ajmera and Chung [35]. (From Ref.
[a31-1

H- [37], as demonstrated in the next section. For photodetachment, however, as
shown in Fig. 11, the adiabatic hyperspherical results are quite reasonable, considering that they represent a simple, single-channel treatment.
3.5. Photodetachment of 11- with Excitation of H(n=2)
The theoretical description of the photoionization plus excitation process,

requires detailed consideration of electron correlations since this process cannot be
described by an independent electron model. Liu, Du, and Starace [40] treated process
(17) in the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation. Specifically, they calculated the
electric dipole transition matrix elements between the 'Se initial state of II- and
the three 'Po final states of the M(n = 2) e' system. [The effective potentials
corresponding to these three 'Po final states are presented in the next section, where
we discuss two-photon detachment of H' with excitation of H(n = 2).] Due to the
degeneracy of the H(2.9) and H(2p) levels, there are long-rangle dipole interactions
between the detached electron and the II(n = 2) levels. Liu et al. [40] employed the
adiabatic hyperspherical representation because it is known [9] to diagonalize these
long-rangle dipole interactions.

+

The adiabatic hypersplierical results [40] for the total n = 2 cross scction, i.e.,
a2, a2,, are shown in Fig. 12 in comparison with the relative experimental data
of Butterfield [41]. As pointed out by Lin (421, the hyperspherical potential 'P+
predicts a shape resonance about 18.9 meV too high. In order to compare the n =
2 cross sections with expcrirncnt, Liu et al. [40] have shiftedtheir curves 18.9 meV
lower in energy for this figure only. The experirne~italdatain Fig. 23 of Ref. [41]
have a nonzero background below threshold; this background is subtracted from the
data above threshold in Fig. 12. Furthermore, the experimental data have been
normalized to the thcorctical prediction at the peak of the shape resonance. As
shown in Fig. 12, the theoretically predicted n = 2 cross section is dominated by
the 'P+ shape resonance [43] and is somewhat wider in energy than that measured
experimentally. Nevertheless, the agreement is quite reasonable considering that the
final-state hyperspherical potentials are uncoupled and, in particular, that there is
no coupling to the II(n = 1) - e- 'Po channel, indicating that, according to the
calculations of Ref. [40], process (17) is substantially a direct excitation process.
Figure 13 compares the adiabatic hyperspherical results [40] for the total n = 2
cross section with predictions of Hyman, Jacobs, and Burke (441, Broad and Reinhard t [45], and Wishart [46]. The 1s-2s-2p close-coupling calculatiori of flyman,
Jacobs, and Burke (441 gives the lowest, broadest, and highest energy prediction for
the shape resonance feature. The 160 configuration J-matrix calculation of Broad
and Reinhardt [45] gives the highest, narrowest, and lowest energy prediction for the
shape resonance feature. The hyperspherical results [40] for the height, width, and
position of the shape resonance feature are intermediate between the results of these
two other calculations. They are close to those of the close-coupling pscudostate plus
IIylleraas-type correlation calculation of Wishart [46].

+
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Fig. 12. Photodetachmerlt cross section for the process 7-t 11- -+ II(n=2)
line: dipole length adiabatic hyperspl~ericalresults of Liu, Du, and Starace [40], shifted
to the experimc~ltalpeak position. Solid circles: relative experimental data of Dutterfield
(Ref. [41]) normalized to the tl~coreticallypredicted peak height. (From Ref. [40].)
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Fig. 13. Theoretical (dipole length) predictions for the photodetachment cross section for
the process r+ H' 4 Il(n=2) e- . Solid line: adiabatic hyperspherical results of Liu,
Du, and Starace [40]. Dashed line: 1s-2s-2p close-coupling results of Hyman, Jacobs, and
Burke (cf. Table 1 of Ref. [44]). Dotted line: 160 configuration J-matrix results of Broad
and Reinhardt (cf. Fig. 6 of Ref. (451). Dot-dashed line: close-coupling pseudostate plus
IIylleraas-type correlation calculation of Wishart [46].
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T h e relative experimental results [47] for the total 11- detachment cross section in
the neighborhood of the n = 2 threshold have been fitted in detail t o the corresponding
theoretical results of Broad and RRinhardt [45] taking into account the experimental
resolution. Very good agreement was obtained [47]. Nevertheless, the sensitivity
of the theoretical calculations for the n = 2 cross section t o the approximations
employed, as demonstrated in Fig. 13, indicates a need for an absolute experimental
measurement of the n = 2 cross section.
Liu, Du, and Starace [40] have also presented adiabatic hyperspherical predictions
for the 2p and 2s partial cross sections for process (17) as well as for the 2p photoelectron angular distribution asymmetry parameter. T h e asymmetry parameter agrees
very well with that predicted by Hyman, Jacobs, and Burke (441. T h e partial cross
sections, however, agree more closely with those predicted by Wishart (461.

3.6. Photodetachment of 11- with Excitation of Il(n>2)
Sadeghpour and Grcerie 148) recently calculated the adiabatic hyperspherical potential curves for very highly excited states of 11- convergirig to lI(n 12). I<eeping
only the lowest
states converging t o each threshold II(n), they were able to

"+"

<

interpret the doubly excited resonance structures converging to the n = 4 - 8 thresholds that were observed in the photodetachment measurements of Harris et al. [49].
Sadeghpour and Greene [48] interpreted these observed resonances as the doubly exadiabatic hyperspherical radial potentials,
cited states supported by tlie lowest
as shown in Fig. 14.
The interpretation given by Sadeglipour and Grecne [48] for the observed photodetacliment spectra [49] implies that all tlie other allowed levels supported by the
many other adiabatic hypcrspherical potentials converging to each H(n) threshold are
not populated in the pliotodetacl~mentproccss. Sadeghpour and Greene [48] justified
their interpretation by noting that tlie states corresponding to the lowest channels
converging to each H(n) tliresliold have no nodes in the angle OI2 between the two
electrons. For example, Fig. 15 shows the adiabatic hyperspherical two-electron density [50] as a contour plot in 012 and cr for tlie two lowest channels convcrging to
the II(n = 6) threshold. One can see clearly that tlie density plot for the lowest
channel in Fig. 15(a) lias no Olz nodes, whereas that for the next higher
channel
in Fig. 15(b) has a node along 012 w 0.75 T . Sadeglipour and Greene [48] therefore

"+"

+

+

+

+

Fig. 14. Adiabatic hyperspherical potentials for the lowest 'Po+ channels of 11- plotted
as effective quantum numbers v,,(R) = [-2~,(11)]-'/~ vs. 11'12. Doubly cxcitcd state level
positions supported within each potential arc indicated by horizontal lines. (I+om Itei.
[481.)

Fig. 15. The adiabatic hyperspherical two-electron density function shown as a contour
plot vs a and BIZ, displaying the nodal patterns for the two lowest channels in the n = 6
manifold at R = 80 a.u. (a) and (b) correspond, respectively, to ( K T ) =
~ (41)+ and (21)+
channels, i.e., vA = 0+ and 1+. (From Ref. [48].)

+

postulated the propensity rule that in photodetachment of the H- ground state, only
doubly excited states having no fIl2 nodes are populated with significant intensity.
Sadeghpour and Greene used the bending vibrational quantum number v to quantify the number of nodes in OI2. They postulated that, in general, photoexcitation
processes for the ground state of two-electron systems obey the rule, Av = 0, reasonchannel t o higher
ing that nonadiabatic couplings of transitions from the lowest
channels with v > 0 are negligible due to the different nodal structures. (Note
that Rost, Briggs, and Feagin [51] have pointed out that these nodal structures can
be alternatively described in the separable spheroidal coordinates of the molecular
orbital picture of two-electron systems [52,53].)

+

+

Very recently, Sadeghpour, Greene, and Cavagnero (541 have carried out eigenchannel R-matrix calculations of the photodetachment cross sections for H' with
excitation of the n = 2,3,and 4 levels of H. These calculations give quantitative confirmation of the propensity rules postulated by Ref, [48] on the basis of the adiabatic
hyperspherical model.

3.7. Photoionization of lle with Excitation of Ile+(n > 2 )
Domke et al. [55] have recently reported the high resolution photoionization study
of the doubly excited He states below the n = 2 - 7 thresholds of Het. Sadcghpour
[56] has shown that the adiabatic hyperspherical representation for highly excited
states of He gives a picture similar to that for H-. Namely, the energy levels of
doubly excited states calculated in the lowest adiabatic llyperspherical potelltials
agree very well with the positions of the experimentally observed [55] resonances for
the lowest n levels. Furthermore, the density plots for Ile display the same kinds of
nodal structures, leading to the same conclusion that Av = 0 is a good propensity
rule. For higher n levels, beginning at about n = 6, overlapping of Rydberg levels
corresponding to different n manifolds requires explicit treatment of nonadiabatic
coupling terms.

+

3.8. Photodetachment of the Positronium Negative Ion
Botero and Greene [57] have predicted resonant structures in the photodetachment
spectrum of Ps- (i.e., e- - e+ - e-) by using the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation to calculate the relevant adiabatic potential curves. As shown in Fig. 16,
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Fig. 16. llyperspherical potential curvcs converging to the Ps(rt = 2) threshold, inclucling
the diagonal adiabatic correction term W,,(I1). These have been interpolated smoothly
and diabatically through the avoided crossing at R = 35.5 a.u. (From Ref. [57].)

tlic thrcc poteritial curvcs convcrging to the n = 2 threshold are very similar to those
for II- [42]. The - potcntial supports an infinite number of Feshbach resonances
t~clowthc n = 2 tlircshold. The channel does not support any bound resonances,
but has a potcntial barricr wliicli should produce a shape rcasonance above thrcshold.
Dotcro and Grccric (571 predict this sliapc rcsonancc to lie 4 x
a.u. above the
12 = 2 threshold. As yet, thcre are no experimental measurements for this photodetachmcnt proccss, but thc cxistcnce of the shape resonance haa been verified by the
molccular orl>ital modcl tl~coryof thrw-body Coulomb systcms of Feagin and Briggs
1521.

+

4. Description of Multiphoton Processes

4 . 1 . Mzllliphoton Transilion Matrix Elements
Considcr first thc transition amplitude for a two-photon transition from an initial
state )i > to a, final statc < f 1:

whcrc t l ~ cclcctric dipolc opcrator D is dcfincd by Eq. (13) (for linearly polarized
light) and wlicre the atomic I-Iamiltonian is dcfined implicitly by Eq. (3). One way to
evalrtatc Eq. (la), first introduccd by Fink and Zollcr [33], is to employ the DalgarnoLcwis [58] proccdure in thc adiabatic hypcrspherical rcprcsentation. In this method
one intro(1uccs the kct IA),

which may bc 01)taincd nurncrically I)y solving the inhomogeneous equation

Ilaving obt,aiticd thc kct /A), thc two-photon transition amplitude is given by

An altcrnativc proccdure is to usc the variationally stable form for multiphoton
transition matrix clcmcnts iritroduccd by Gao and Starace [59]. In this procedure,
one introduccs in addition to the ket (A) in Eq. (19) the bra (X'I, defined formally by

The variationally stable form for the two-photon transition matrix element is then
given by [59]:
I$:, = (jlDlA) (A'lDli) - (A1lEi w - H l X )
(23)

+

+

.

In Eq. (23), cnch of the thrcc matrix elcmcnts are in principle equal to each other.
(The cqrlality of the third term to the second term, for example, may be seen by using
Eq. (20) to replace Dli) in the second term.) Equation (23) is variationally stable in
thc scnse that any errors in thc determination of IX) and (X'J enter Eq. (23) only in
quadratic and highcr powcrs; no linear terms in these errors appear [59].
The evaluation of Eq. (23) in the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation proceeds
as follows (and thc corrcsponding evaluation of Eq. (21) will be noted as a special
casc): Wc express thc irlitial, final, and intermcdiatc states in terms of adiabatic
llypcrspl~cricalwave functions:

1i )
I/)

= (fi5I2sin a cos a)-' F , , ( R ) h ,
= (R"/'sinacosa)-'

F,J(R)$,,J

IX) = ( ~sin a
~ cos1a)-'~X,(R)g5,
A') = (R512sin a cos a)-' X>(R)g5,

.

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

Thc first two matrix clctncnts in Eq. (23) thus bccomc:

whcre the angular integrals I$,(R) have been given in general by Park et al. (221 and
havc bccn givcn for thc particular casc of 'S 4 IF' transitions in Eq. (14) above. The
third matrix clcrncnt in Eq. (23) bccorncs

whcrc
R2
The two numerical procedures for obtaining the two-photon transition element in
Eq. (18) in thc adiabatic hypcrsphcrical method arc thus as follows. In the DalgarnoLcwis proccdurc [58], Eq. (21) is cvaluatcd using Eq. (29) in which the radial function
X,,(R) is obtained by solving the radial equivalent of the inhomogeneous Eq. (20).
In contrast, in the variationally stable procedure, the three terms of Eq. (23) are
cvaluatcd using Eqs. (28), (29), and (30). The functions X,(R) and AL(R) are cach
expanded in a n L2 basis of Slatcr orbitals. The coefficients of this expansion are
determined by requiring that Eq. (23) be variationally stable [59].
Generalization of these two methods to calculate perturbative N-photon transition
matrix clcmcnts is straightforward. In particular, variationally stable expressions for
tllrcc-pl~otontransition matrix clemcnts in the adiabatic hyperspherical representation have bcen presented explicitly [60,37].

4.2. hftiltipholon Dclachmcnt of IiFink and Zollcr [33] prcscntcd thc first adiabatic hypcrspherical results for twopllotorl dctacl~tnc~lt
of 11-. Thcir calculations wcrc lirnitcd to the case of circularly
polarized liglit. As documcntcd by Gcltman [el], the current status of tlie theory
for mtiltiphoton dctachmcnt of H- is rather confused, with results of different groups
differing in mn.gnitudc by factors of 2 or so. In particular, as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref.
(611, tllc circrilarly polarixctl rcsults of Fink and Zollcr [33] for two-photon dctachment
of 11'- appear to bc on t11c low side as compared to results of other groups.
Forthcomit~gresults of Liu, Gao, and Starace [37] shed some light on some causes
of the difficulty in obtaining accurate magnitudes for the multiphoton detachment
cross scctions of 11-. A key cause is the sensitivity of the cross sections to the Hdissociation cncrgy. Onc nlay estimate analytically that any errors in the dissociation
energy lead to errors in the N-photon detachment cross section that are roughly
proportional to the factor (4N - 1). (The magnitude of the error will of course
diminish as the photoclcctron's kinetic energy increases.) Thus, the errors in the
multiphoton cross scctions can bccomc very large with increasing N.
Liu, Gao, and Starace (371 addressed this problem by semi-empirically adjusting
their ground statc adiabatic hypersphcrical potential for H' so that the ground state
cnergy was in agrccment with experiment. This change resulted in a 25% reduction
of thc pcak valuc of thc two-photon dctachmcnt cross section and a 40% reduction in
the peak value of t11c tlircc-photon cross scction, as shown in Fig. 17.
The results including semi-empirical adjustments now lie much closer to accurate,
short-range potential model results (61,371. ,The remaining differences probably result
lrom electron correlation cffccts, which are included in the adiabatic hyperspherical
calculations [37].

4.3. Two-Pltoton Lletnchmcnt of II- with Excitation of H ( n = 2)
We shall be conccrncd here with the two-photon detachment of the hydrogen
ncgative ion a.ccompanicd by the simultaneous excitation of the resulting H atom to
its n = 2 statc, i.c.,
I I - 27 -t II(n = 2) e- .
(32)

+

+

Due to tlie dcgcncracy of thc II(2s) and II(2p) states, the final state of this process
is influcnccd by the long-range dipolc field interaction between the H atom and the
dctachcd electron. Liu, Du, and Staracc 1401 have shown, using adiabatic hyperspllcrical and qtlantum dcfcct tlicory tncthods, that this process is probably the most
favorable one for obscrving dipolc-ficld-itrduccd oscillations in the cross sections near
threshold. Such oscillations were predicted long ago by Gailitis and Damburg [62],
but have ncvcr bccn obscrvcd experimentally. Before prcsenting the results of Ref.
[do], wc discuss first tllc kcy aspccts of the long-range dipole field interactions for
proccss (32).
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Fig. 17. Variationally stable, adiabatic hyperspherical cross section results for (a) two- and
(b) three-photon detachment of fi- . Solid lines: with semi-empirical ground state potential
adjustment. Dashed lines: without semiempirical adjustment. (F'rom Ref. [37].)
4.3.1. Low-Energy States of the H(n = 2 ) - e- System. In the adiabatic hyperspherical representation, the radial channel functions Fp(R) satisfy the one-dimensional
radial Schriidinger equation,

[-&

-V.(R) t k'] F,,(R) = 0 ,

where k is the asymptotic value of the momentum of the detached electron and where
the effective radial potential V,,(R), which characterizes the dynamical features of
a particular hyperspherical channel p converging to the nth level of the I1 atom, is

defined by

Since the long-range dipole interaction due to the degeneracy of the II(n=2) states
[63] is diagonal in the hyperspherical representation [9, 421, the asymptotic form of
the effective radial potential is

In Eq. (35) A, is an effective orbital angular momentum, which may be real or
complex depending on the channel p. For channels in which the long-rangle dipole
interaction [63] is repulsive at asymptotic distances, A, is real. Hence at threshold
the cross section for any excitation to the channel (I is zero since it depends on
IkA*+'I2l2,which is zero for k -t 0. On the other hand, for channels p in wliicll the
long-range dipole interaction [G3]is attractive at asymptotic distances, one may write
quite generally [64],

As a consequence, the tl~rcsholdvalue of the cross section for any excitatio~ito the
= 1. In addition, as noted
channel p is finite (621 since it depends on (kA~+'/212
by Gailitis and Damburg [62], the transition matrix elements for channels having
complex A, are influenced above threshold by the tern1 kht'12 = ki"* (cf. Eq. 36),
which, when rewritten as cxp (icr, In k), may be seen to oscillate as a function of Ink.
Some of the effective potentials V,(R) which converge asymptotically to the Il(n=2)
threshold are shown in Fig. 18. All of the 'Se and 'Po potential curves are shown
as well as the most important 'De potential curve. Since the total orbital and spin
angular momenta are insufficient to specify the potential curves uniqtiely, additional

HYPER -RADIUS (a.u.1
Fig. 18. Effective radial hypcrspherical potentials V, in Ry plotted vs the hyperradius
R for six channels convcrgi~~g
to I[(n=2): lS(K=f 1), 'Pf, 'l'(pti), and ID+. Note that
the zero of energy is chosen to be the II(n=2) tllreshold and that ncar R = 25 the vertical
energy scale is changed. (From Ref. (401.)

spccification is ncccssary. In Fig. 18 we have employed abbreviated labels corresponding to Lin's classification of doubly excited states [65].
The key fcaturcs of thc interactions within the H(n=2) -e- system are clearly
cxl~ibitcdin tllc cffcctivc potcn1,ial curvcs sliown in Fig. 18. These are, first, that the
1'+ potcntia! is attractive at short distances and weakly repulsive at large distances
thereby giving rise to a shape resonance [42] (which is seen experimentally at about 18
meV above thrcshold). This shape resonance feature dominates the cross section of
any process wllicli popr~latcsthc Pofinal state channels above the H(n=2) thrcshold
(cf. J?ig. 12).
Second, because of their long-rangc repulsive behavior, the P+, lP(pd), and
IS(K=-1) potentials all have zero cross sections at threshold.
Third, the t,l~rccpotentials corresponding to the *S(K=+l), 'P-, and 'D+ channcls arc attract,ivc at asymptotic distances. As discussed above, thcy therefore have
co~nplcxeffcctivc angular momenta. IIcnce the excitation cross section for each of
thcse channcls is finite at threshold (within the center-of-mass frame of the H(n=2)
-e- systcrn). Fnrt hermore, the transition amplitudes for excitations to these three
cl~at~t~cls
having complcx eCfcctivc angular momcnta oscillate on a Ink scale above
thr.eshold (621.

'

'

4.9.2. Key A.qpccls o l the Two-Pl~otonDetachment Process. The two-photon def,ncl~tlictltproccss in Eq. (32) is a vcry favorable onc for observing Gailitis-Damburg
oscillations [62) abovc the lI(n=2) thrcshold 140). This is so for two reasons. First,
electric dipole sclcction rules do not pcrmit population of 'Po final state channels.
Ilciice thc strong shape resonance in thc ' P t final state channel about 18 meV above
tllrcshold cannot obscure thcsc ncar-t hreshold oscillations. Second, the two-photon
process does populate 'Se and 'De final state channels, one of which, the ID+ channel,
is the otily onc with significant, undamped oscillations above threshold [40].
Beforc demonstrating these Gailitis-Damburg oscillations [62] for this process one
rrirrst ask how onc can be sure that tlie wiggles that the calculations give for the
two-photon dct,achmcnt plus excitation cross sections of H- are really due to longrange dipolc field effccts and are not due to some other cause. The answer is that the
generalized quantum defcct theory (QDT) of Greene, Fano, and Strinati [64] for a long
range dipolc ficld enables one to disentangle dipole-field effects from our numerical
rcsults aaalyticnlly. In tliis way one is able to state with assurance which fcaturcs
of the cross scction rcsults are truly the Gailitis-Damburg oscillations 1621 and which
features arc cncrgy-depcndcnt wiggles arising from other causes.
Tliro~ighlrse of tllc QDT for long-rangc dipole fields [64], one may show that the
acliabatic hypcrsphcrica! radial functions, defined by Eq. (33), tend asymptotically
t0
F,r(r)
(21rk)'12 s i n ( k ~ t, 7,) ,
(37)
whcrc 7, is thc phase shift in thc 11th cllannel and {, is an analytic phase dependent on
thc effcctivc a.ngular momcntum A, characterizing the long-range dipole interaction
of the II(n=2) -e- systcrn [64] in this channel. For real values of A,,

+ +

while for complex values of A, [64],

where (cf. Eq. 8)
0, =, -tan-

*

+

tan [a, ln(k/2) s,]
tanh(~a,/2)

and
x,

ZE arg l'(1

- ia,)

.

The generalized QDT may also be used to extract the long-range dipole-field-induced
energy dependence of FBk(R)by representing the adiabatic hyperspherical radial wave
functions as [66]
F,k(R) = N,(k)J';k(R)
(42)
where N,(k) is an effective normalization factor which determines essentially all of the
energy dependence of the radial wave function near li! w 0, and where Fik(R) is a more
smoothly varying function of k. The oscillatory, energy-dependent normalization
factor N,(k) is an analytically known function of In k [40,66].
There are two ways in which an attractive dipole field introduces oscillations in
measured cross sections on a In k energy scale. The first is due to the rapid variation of
the analytically determined dipole phase 0, (cf. Eqs. 39 and 40) for those hyperspherical channels p having complex values of the effective angular momentum A,. This
analytically determined phase 8, (through t,) appears explicitly in the phase factor
included in the two-photon transition amplitudes [40]. Interference effects between
different amplitudes, such as occur commonly in calculating the angular distributions
for the detached electrons, generally lead to sizable, undamped oscillatiot~sin the
corresponding cross sections due to the rapid decrease of the analytically determined
phases 0, with increasing In k. This analytic behavior is shown in Fig. 19 for all
three channels having complex A, above the H(n=2) threshold.

Fig. 19. Analytic phase 8, (defined in Eq. 40) vs. In k, where k (a.u.) is the detachedelectron momentum, for the three adiabatic hyperspherical channels p ='S(K = +l), 'P-,
and ID+. (F'rom C. R. Liu and A. F. Starace, Phys. Rev. A 40 (1989) 4926.)

The second way the long-range dipole field introduces oscillations in the cross
sections is through the effective normalization N,(k) introduced in Eq. (42). Its
behavior is shown in Fig. 20 for each of the three channels above the H(n=2) threshold
having complex A,. One sees clearly that whereas the long-range dipole-field-induced
oscillations of N,(k) for the 'S(K= +I) and P- channels are strongly damped, those
for the 'D+ channel are quite sizable (401.

4.3..?. Results. The total cross sections for the two-photon detachment of 11- with
excitation of H(n=2) (cf. Eq. 32) are given for the cases of linearly (L) and circularly
(C) polarized light in Figs. 21(a) and 21(b) respectively. In Figs. 21(c) and 21(d) the
generalized QDT [64,66] is used to extract analytically the energy-dependence arising
from the long-range dipole field in order to give renormalized cross sections [40]. One
sees clearly that for electron momenta such that in k 5 -3.0, the oscillations of
the cross sections are due to the long-range dipole field. Now, for In k 5 -6.0, the
assumed degeneracy of H(2s) and H(2p) breaks down due to spin-orbit and Lamb
shift effects. Thus, for -6.0 5 In k 5 -3.0 or, alternatively, for detached electron
kinetic energies from x 0.1 meV to x 34 meV, the energy dependence of the cross
sections may be ascribed to Gailitis-Damburg oscillations [62]. As shown in Figs.
21(a) and 21(b), this energy region corresponds to a half-cycle of such oscillation over
which the L cross section increases by m 30% and the C cross section increases by
x 50%.
Figure 22 presents results [40] for the total n=2 differential cross section, which is
the sum of the differential cross sections for the 2s and 2p states. Results are given for
the six angles, dk = 0°, 18", 36", 54.7", 72", and 90". [Note that the results labelled
. Ok = 54.7' are actually calculated for Ok = 54.7356', at which Pz(Ok)
= 0.) One sees
from this figure that the energy dependence of the differential cross section in the
region -6 5 ln k 5 -3 (over which long-range dipole field effects play the major role)

Fig. 20. Normalization factors N,(k) (cf. Eq. 42) for the three adiabatic hyperspherical channels p ='S(K=+l), 'P-, and 'D+ vs. In k, where k is the detached-electron
momentum. (From C. R. Liu and A. F. Starace, Phys. Rev. A 40 (1989) 4926.)

Fig. 21. Generalized two-photon cross sections for the cases of linearly (L) and circularly
(C) polarized light for the process 2 7 + W -+ 11(2s,2p) e- plotted vs. In k, where k (a.u.)
is the photoelectron momentum. (a) L results; (b) C results; (c) renormalized L results; (d)
renormalized C results. (From Ref. [40].)

+

Fig. 22. Differential cross section for the cases of linearly L and circularly (C) polarized
light for the process 27+ 11- -+ II(n=2)
e- plotted vs. In k, wl~erek ( a . ~ . ) is the
photoelectron momentum, b r the detached electron angles 4 = 0°, lgO,3G0, 54.735G0, 72O,
and 90'. (a) L results; (b) C results. (F'rom Ref. [.lo].)

+

is highly dependent on the angle Bk at which the photoelectron is detected. This
energy dependence may be enhanced by use of linearly polarized light and small
angles of detection, Ok.
Note that t l ~ cenergy dependences of the total two-photon detachment cross sections prcscr~tedin Fig. 21 are governed primarily by the long-range dipole field normalization factors Np(k) (cf. Fig. 20). The differential cross sections in Fig. 22 are
strongly influenced in addition by the rapidly decreasing analytic phasei 8, (cf. Fig.
19). Intlccd t he energy-tlcpendence of t he asymmet ry parameters for the two-photon
process is primarily governed by these analytic phases. Thus, the long-range dipole
field effects due primarily to N,(k) can be found by measuring the total cross sections,
while those due primarily to 0, can be found by measuring the angular distribution
asymmetry paramctcrs [40].
5. Discussion

5 . 1 . Assesamen, t of thc Adiabalic Ifypcrspherical Approximation
As we have shown in this chapter, the strengths of the adiabatic hyperspherical
description of two-electron processes are several. First, it includes much of the most
important electron correlations. IIence adiabatic energies and wave functions are
surprisirigly accurate for a first-order approximation, particularly for the lowest states
in a particular adiabatic potential. Second, the long range dipole interactions between
an electron and a hydrogenic atomic or ionic core are diagonalized asymptotically in
thc adiabatic hyperspherical representation. This permits one to analyze fairly subtle
cffccts of electron correlations in a first-order approximation. Third, by reducing the
descriptiorl of two-electron correlations to an analysis of the various allowed adiabatic
channels one can quite easily discern the most relevant physics. The structure of the
energy-independent channel functions 4, gives an impression of the overall physical
characteristics of the channcls 14, while the potentials U,(R)describe very pictorially
how thc system will respond to photons of diKerent energies.
As we have also shown in this chapter, the adiabatic hyperspherical predictions
for photoionization and photodetachmerrt cross sections are reasonably quantitatively
accurate ncar threshold. At higher photon energies, the cross sections become too
low bccause of the excessively strong centrifugal potential barrier in the adiabatic potentials U,(R). For multiphoton detachment of lI-, we have stressed the importance
of semiempirically adjusting the adiabatic potentials so that the ground state wave
function has the correct energy [37].

5.2. Futun: Prospects
The cor~ccpt~tal
and (~rtantitat~ivc
advantages of the adiabatic hyperspherical method
make it dcsirablc to develop numerical methods which will permit one to improve upon
the adiabatic hyperspherical predictions to any desired level of accuracy so that one
has a complete thcorctical description of two-electron processes. This requires that

'

one solves the coupled hy persphcrical equations (7). Ilowever, calculations of e- H Se
phase shifts [67,68] have shown that improvements upon the adiabatic hyperspherical
results are slowly convergent. Another, perhaps not unrelated, numerical difficulty is
the slow rate at which the adiabatic potentials and channel functions tend to their
(independent electron) asymptotic forms [69-711. Indeed, Christensen-Dalsgaard [69]
demonstrated the dramatic improvement in the e- H 'Se phase shift that could be
obtained by simply matching the adiabatic hyperspherical wave function onto an
independent electron wave function at a finite value of R.
While the desirability of combining hyperspherical analyses with R-matrix techniques has been noted (721, it is only recently that interest in this task has been
rekindled. Sadeghpour (731 has just presented procedures for combining a coupled
adiabatic hyperspherical treatment with multichannel quantum defect theory to obtain 11- resonance energies and widths of very high accuracy. Most recently, Tang,
Watanabe, and Matsuzawa [74] have outlined an R-matrix scheme for matching hyperspherical close-coupling solutions onto independent particle coordinates. For many
energies, widths, and pliasc shifts in doubly and singly excited He they obtain 5-digit
agrccrnent wit11 results of otller comptttational methods. Methods such as these will
permit tllcorists riot only to make detailed quantitative comparisons with experimental data but also to provide very physical interpretations of two-electron dynamics.
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